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Relax. 
Turn off your phone. 

Leave the office. 
Let Managed SaaS do the work for you.
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Cloud? Cloud! 

Many companies on their way into the cloud are looking for holistic solutions. 
Their goal: To fully concentrate on their core business in order to be successful in the market. 
This leads the companies to a  move towards hyperscalers. But companies using their solution often end up 
being vendor-locked and not achieving the expected cost-cuttings and efficiency-improvements.  

„By our customers‘ experience, 95% of the time, promises of hyperscalers remain unrealized!“
 K. Samaschke, CEO 

Companies that try to fight this situation with a streamlined and individual solution to their liking, 
are challenged with:
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 The Solution: Managed SaaS
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Managed Software as a  Service (Managed SaaS) contains the complete management and delivery of your 
infrastructure, platform and software through Cloudical.

It includes the automated platform Managed Platform as a Service, as well as the more advanced application 
management.

Overview of Managed SaaS

Each layer managed by our experts - even your workload and your application.

B) We   deliver  infrastructure
We chose the perfect fitting 
infrastructure together with you! 

A) Bring your own infrastructure (BYOI)
Let us host it on your preferred IaaS platform, you are 
contractor to the cloud provider!

Choose between two options: 
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Features of Managed SaaS 
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 Why Managed SaaS?
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Roadmap of Typical Cloud Migration
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Roadmap of Your Future
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What About Using the Platform only?

If you want to simply run your application on your own, Managed PaaS is the product that exactly fits your 
needs. 
It is a PaaS platform that Cloudical sets up, rolls out and operates for you in any cloud environment. 
You either bring your own infrastructure and let us host it on your preferred IaaS-platform (in which case you 
are contractor to the cloud provider) or we choose the perfect fitting infrastructure together with you and 
deliver it. You have the application and can focus on managing it.

Learn more in our Managed PaaS brochure

https://cloudical.io/managed-paas/
https://cloudical.io/managed-paas/
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Our Partners

Our partners, leading technology and solution companies, help us deliver the best technical solutions tailored 
exactly to your company’s needs.
For Managed SaaS we have partnered with:
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Take the next step and turn 
Managed SaaS into a carefree 

package for your whole company! 
 
Start your journey with our Strategy Workshop. With 
this workshop we help you understand cloud and 
consider it as strategy for your company. We support 
you in developing the proper mindset for migrating 
into cloud environments, especially for and in regards 
to Managed SaaS.  
Our experts will help you identify potential business 
opportunities, discuss their impacts and consider 
different approaches and challenges. 
 
In the next step we focus on Infrastructure Migration. 
In cooperation with you our consultants analyse 
your infrastructure for cloud-readiness, identify 
components to be migrated into a cloud environment, 
roll out infrastructure, automate and configure it. 
 
Step three is the Application Migration, during which our 
cloud experts support you in developing your mindsets 

into cloud-native ones, helping you to generate the 
most benefits with your new technology stacks. We 
also help out on a  technical level by modifying or 
rewriting the app. 

Complete your Managed SaaS experience with our 
Enablement Workshop. This is a technical workshop to 
enable participants to understand how the technology 
stack is working and which problems could be solved 
by using it. Our cloud experts deliver this workshop 
in different difficulty grades to provide a  knowledge 
path from beginner to expert. 

Expand your Experience! 
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We are Cloudical.

Cloudical

Cloudical

Cloudical

Cloudical

Cloudical

Since 2017, Cloudical is advising and supporting companies and public authorities in the design, creation and 
use of cloud-based applications. Because of our comprehensive and platform-independent cloud consulting 
we deliver customized approaches for cloud, digitalization and agile working that are exactly tailored to the 
needs of our customers. Cloudical also offers enablements, workshops and coaching.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cloudical/
https://www.facebook.com/cloudical/
https://www.instagram.com/cloudical_gmbh/?hl=de
https://twitter.com/cloudical_gmbh?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwdRT0lCDznAdZ0PUQsQ2WQ
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Get in Touch!  

Karsten Samaschke
CEO (Germany + Poland)

+49 17 17 888 155
karsten.samaschke@cloudical.io

Mirosław Choma
Managing Director (Poland)

Public Cloud Expert
+48 504 439 396

miroslaw.choma@cloudical.io

Aleksandra Trzcińska
Sales Executive (Poland)
Business Development

+48 537 243 138
aleksandra.trzcinska@cloudical.io

Kim-Norman Sahm
CTO (Germany + Poland)

+49 151 462 57 663
kim-norman.sahm@cloudical.io

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samaschke/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mirek-c-44146213/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleksandra-trzcinska-6949a8151/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kim-norman-sahm-1976b762/

